Hop Press loc: (charlwood wagon shed)
Used to press the hops tightly into big sacks, called
“pockets”, to take them to the brewery to make the
beer taste nice.

Made of?……iron & wood…………………………

Road Mender’s Hut (loc: by the stables)
A mobile home for early 20th
century road repairers.
These were often towed
behind big steam engines.

Made of?………iron & wood………………………………
Walking Wheel (loc: bayleaf)
A huge wheel, so big that the spinner has to
walk back and forth when making yarn!

Made of?……iron & wood……………
Cradle (loc: pendean)
This is a replica of a 17th century child’s
cradle. The curved rockers
would allow the child to be
gently rocked to sleep.

Made of?………wood……………………………

‘Hidden’ Treasures
Find the items shown here within the Museum.
Use the map to help you.
When you find the item write what you think the item is made
of.

Jetty Bracket (loc: hambrook barn)
When the upper floor of a timber framed building
overhangs the lower, this
is how the carpenter could
decorate it.

Horse Gin (loc: by watersfield
stables)
The Victorian farm horse would
walk round and round, turning
the engine to drive the machine.

Made of?……iron & wood……………
Made of?……………wood……………………………………
Settle Chair (loc: walderton)
A replica of a 17th century fireside chair with a
high curved back to keep out the draughts!

Made of?……wood……………
Miller’s Warning Bell (loc: mill)
This tiny bell warns the miller that the grain
supply will run out soon. He/She can then
avoid damage to the stones and the risk of
fire!!

Made
of?………brass…………………………………………
Tyring Plate (loc: forge)
This is where the blacksmith could hold a
wooden cartwheel to shrink a hot iron
tyre around its outside.

Made of?……iron…………………………………

Victorian Toilet (loc: court
barn)
A beautifully decorated item
which would grace a grander
home. We all know what it’s for!!

Made of?…porcelain,iron
& wood…………
Plumber’s Bobbins
(loc: plumbers shop
Put inside lead pipes to stop
them becoming flat when the
plumber wants to
make them bend.

Made of?……wood………………………………
Shepherd’s Hut
(loc: by lambing pen)
A mobile home for the Victorian
shepherd when he needed to be
near his sheep.

Made of?……iron & wood……………………………

